
FELT (I used pink but you can use any colour!) 
Small piece of PRINTED COTTON
THREAD & NEEDLE - I used embroidery thread
and had a plastic needle.  
2 x GOOGLE EYES
2 x TINY POMPOMS
2 x 10cm pieces of white wool or thread
scissors, craft glue, craft hole punch with very
small circle setting

 
 

 
 

 
 

BUNNY EGG COSY TEMPLATES

Print this paper at actual size. Cut around
each shape to use as a paper template. Bunny  
should be 10cm x 10cm 

1.

 
2. Lay onto your fabric of choice and cut out  as
advised as LEFT here ⬅

Bunny Ears - Felt - 2 x pieces

Bunny insides - COTTON - 2 x pieces

Bunny body - FELT - 2 x pieces

8. GLUE ON THE FACE & TAIL. 
- tie the two pieces of wool together, 1 x
pompom on top and glue all to centre top of
body front.  Glue google eyes (adults use glue
gun or STRONG glue or if you can add a stitch to
secure. NOTE - please ensure google eyes are
well stuck especially if for small children). 
- glue on the second fluffy pompom to the back,
centre bottom for a bunny tail.
Wait until dry then use over a boiled egg or gift
to someone with a chocolate egg inside!
 
Please use adult supervision with scissors and
needles *

What You Need

Instructions

3. Glue the bunny insides onto the bunny felt
ears using craft glue. 
 
4. Lightly glue the bunny ears inside the two
bunny body parts. Wait to dry.
 5. Adults - punch holes around the edge of the
body for younger children to sew (I left about a
5mm - 1 cm gap.  For older children who could
use a normal needle, you could make a dot using
a pen for them to follow and stitch.
 
6. Sew together using a simple running stitch.  I
went all the way around and then back the other
way. Tie at the ends to secure.  
 

Hoppy Easter!


